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THE MONTHLY MESSAGE
Did You Know? Cybercriminals Use
Poison Attacks To Target Your Data!
Poison attacks are attacks on the ability of the system to make smart
decisions. Think: How do systems make intelligent decisions? Based
on the training or data they receive. This data is used to hone the
artificial intelligence of the system to help make smart decisions. Poison attacks mess the very base--the training data set. Poison attacks
basically skew the system’s data model in such a way that the output
is no longer as intended. They create a new normal for everything.
Poison attacks are primarily backdoor attacks. The attacker creates a
loophole in the core data rule and trains the system to adhere to that
rule so it can be exploited at a later time.
Poison attack methodologies typically fall into 4 categories:
Logic corruption - In logic corruption, the attacker changes the
basic logic used to make the system arrive at the output. It
essentially changes the way the system learns, applies new rules and
corrupts thesystem to do whatever the attacker wants.
Data manipulation - In data manipulation, as the name suggests, the
attacker manipulates the data to extend data boundaries that result
in backdoor entries that can be exploited later. Unlike logic corruption, the attacker doesn’t have access to the logic, so they work with
the existing rule and push data boundaries further with a view to
accommodate them later.
Data injection - In data injection, the attacker inserts fake data into
the actual data set to skew the data model and ultimately weaken
the outcome. The weakened outcome then serves as an easy entryway for the attacker into the victim’s system.
DNS Cache Poisoning - One of the most common poisoning
attacks, the attacker poisons the DNS Cache with the aim of
leading visitors to a fake website. The attacker gains control of the
DNS server and then manipulates cache data such that anyone
typing the URL of the actual website is redirected to the fake one.
This could be a phishing site where the attacker would have carefully
laid out a trap to capture the unsuspecting victim’s personal data or
secure information.

(Continued on Page 2)

EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT
CHARLIE AUSTIN - Designated Service Technician
Year Started at Pantheon:
2019
Favorite memory working at
Pantheon?
Our last Christmas Party when
Julie came from California and
we had a golf simulator.
What do you admire most about your father?
I have always been impressed with his intelligence and
his ability to talk at a high level about any subject.
You have to sing karaoke... what song do you pick?
“I Can’t Dance” by Genesis!

Happy Father’s
Day to all the dads
out there! We
appreciate you!

DAD-JOKE CORNER
“When does a joke
become a dad joke?
When it becomes apparent!”

We work to provide clients with the right tools and people to support their
Technology. From a growing business to a multi-site enterprise,
as your Managed IT Partner we are with youevery step of the way.
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Protecting yourself against logic corruption, data manipulation,
and data injection types of poison attacks:
Data poisoning by way of logic corruption, data manipulation and
data injection happens when the attacker finds a way to access
your data set.
1. The data poisoning attacks discussed above adversely affect
your IT system’s machine learning capabilities. So, the first
logical step would be to invest in a good machine learning
malware detection tool. These tools are different from the
typical anti-malware tools you get in the market and are
specifically designed to prevent machine learning capability
poisoning.
2. Always follow general IT security best practices such asa.
Training employees to identify spam, phishing attempts, and
possible malware attacks, following good password hygiene,
having a powerful IT audit process, tracking and version control tools, and ensuring physical security of your IT systems

Grayson
McCormick
6/8

Jon
Stagman
6/16

Jovan
Ramos
6/27

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY!

Protecting yourself against DNS poison attacks
One of the most common poisoning attacks is the DNS attacks.
Cybercriminals try to corrupt your DNS server using theirs. You
can prevent this by bringing a trained professional onboard. An
expert will know to set up your DNS server such that it has a
minimum relationship with other, external DNS servers, limiting
an attacker’s ability to corrupt your DNS server using theirs.
As a best practice, ensure that your DNS servers only store data
related to your domain and not any other information. It is harder
to corrupt the system when it focuses on a single element. Ensure
that you are up-to-date on all DNS security mechanisms and are
using the most recent version of the DNS.
Ensure your site has, in layman terms, an SSL certificate and make
sure it is HTTPS. Using encryption, a site with HTTPS protocol
allows for a more secure connection between its server and
the internet and is better at keeping cybercriminals out. This is
an easy way for visitors to identify if they are on a genuine site or
not, helping them steer clear of phishing attacks andclone sites.
Data poisoning is one of the lesser-known and hence less talked
about forms of cybercrime. But, it can inflict great damage-perhaps even more damage than the other obvious threats such
as viruses and ransomware, because, unlike a Denial of Service (DoS) attack or a Ransomware attack where you know the
moment the malware has hit your system, in a data poisoning
attack, the malware is incorrect data that slithers into your system
quietly like a snake and changes its overall functioning before
delivering the big blow.
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WHAT ELSE IS NEW?
Earlier this month, Pantheon held
its team auction! From giftcards to
Twins tickets to gardening supplies,
we’re ready to “Spring into Summer!”
Every quarter, CEO Jon Stagman and
the rest of the leadership team look
back on the previous quarter and talk
about the great strides Pantheon is
making. Emphasizing transparency and
commuication, Jon presented the team
with the State of The Business!
Our new Operations Manager,
Matthew Gravelle, hails from Alaska!
He brought reindeer sausages to grill
for the team. Don’t worry... none of
Santa’s reindeer were harmed in the
making of this meal!

We work to provide clients with the right tools and people to support their
Technology. From a growing business to a multi-site enterprise,
as your Managed IT Partner we are with youevery step of the way.
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